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Abstract6

It is shown that the systems energydynamic approach, which takes into account the local7

heterogeneity of a natural object, significantly expands the capabilities of thermodynamic8

analysis and radically changes the conclusions of all fundamental theories based on9

hypotheses, postulates and model ideas about the mechanism of natural phenomena.10

11

Index terms— crisis of physics, paralogisms, systems approach, new principles, gravity, oscillator, resonant12
selective interaction13

1 I. Introduction14

he current state of natural science and theoretical physics clearly demonstrates what can be referred to as15
”epistemological inversion”. As R. Feynman figuratively expressed it, it became preferable to ”guess equations16
without paying attention to physical models or physical explanation” of a particular phenomenon. Speculative17
models and postulates are increasingly replacing experimental facts as the basis for the modern edifice of science.18
Scientists are no longer burdened by the fact that their theories do not clarify reality, they no longer aim to19
understand cause and effect relationships. Phenomena explanation is no longer the primary function of science.20
Therefore, there are more and more statements about the modern crisis of theoretical physics.21

The bifurcation of natural science, which occurred between the 19th and 20th centuries, led to the emergence of22
new branches of classical science. The first is the special and general theory of relativity and quantum mechanics23
(QM). The secondis general systems theory and computer science. The third is the transformation of classical24
(equilibrium) thermodynamics into the thermodynamics of irreversible processes and energodynamics. At present,25
the results of mutually complementary development of these three branches are obvious. The first one led to26
the appearance of the atomic weapons, ITER, TOKAMAK, CERN. The second one led to the personalization27
of computers, global informatization and digitalization. The third one led to the personalization of energy28
consumption, which is struggling to break through.29

A. Einstein believed that thermodynamics was a science of principles, and its conclusions would never be30
refuted, and this idea corresponds to the fact that thermodynamics is the recognized ”queen of sciences.” The31
uniqueness of thermodynamics as a systems science is that its starting points naturally lead to the existence32
of hidden energy carriers, such as electric charge, the nature of which is still not clear, or ether, previously33
excluded from consideration. The energdynamic concept of a material energy carrier and the generalized law34
of conservation of energy open up the possibility of quantitatively assessing the result of the transformation of35
energy from one form to another in conditions of incomplete information about its mechanism. This is where the36
key to understanding and practical use of the vast factual material accumulated in natural science lies, which37
cannot be explained by modern science [1]. The purpose of this article is to show a real way to overcome the crisis38
of theoretical physics by transforming classical thermodynamics into a theory of principles based on a systems39
approach.40

2 II. Methodological Features of the Systems Energodynamic41

Approach42

It refers to a comprehensive methodology, which involves combining systems analysis with the highest level of43
thermodynamics -energodynamics, which expands it to any non-static processes and any forms of energy. The44
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2 II. METHODOLOGICAL FEATURES OF THE SYSTEMS
ENERGODYNAMIC APPROACH

systems approach uses the concept of a system as a set of elements, which has integrity due to system-forming45
relationships. The property of integrity is reflected in the philosophical thesis of nonadditivity of the whole, which46
was recognized as early as Aristotle and Plato: the whole is greater than the sum of its parts. Integrity combines47
the properties of structuredness, self-organization and emergence of the system. Structuredness manifests itself in48
the hierarchical structure of the system, selforganization -in the occurrence and development of structures in an49
initially homogeneous environment, emergence -in the spontaneous occurrence of new properties in the system.50
Gravity, movement, emergence of new elements and chemical compounds, and so on are manifestations of these51
properties in nature. [2][3][4][5][6][7][8][9][10][11].52

The universal characteristic of an energodynamic system is energy, which is the most general function of its53
state. Its derivatives determine all other properties of the system by independent arguments. Energy acts as a link54
between various processes occurring in a thermodynamic systemmechanical, thermal, chemical, electromagnetic,55
nuclear processes, etc. The basis of energodynamics is the law of conservation and transformation of energy,56
which has no limitations [12][13][14][15][16][17] ??18].57

The analysis is of a deductive nature (from the general to the particular) and relies solely on experience-58
validated data on natural phenomena, i.e., phenomenology. The systems approach does not exclude from59
consideration those internal (hidden from the observer) system-forming relationships, through which the system60
as a whole acquires new properties that its individual parts (elements) did not have and without which the61
system cannot function fully. Deductive analysis is more challenging for the researcher, yet it allows the results62
of inductive analysis to be critically evaluated (verified) and therefore brings it closer to reality. For instance,63
energodynamics does not exclude the study of internal (including dissipative) processes, that classical mechanics64
usually neglects, limiting itself to ”conservative” systems. The discovery of the impossibility to restore the65
system-forming properties, which were lost when the system was split into volume or mass elements during its66
analysis, by further integration was ”the most profound and the most fruitful that physics has experienced since67
the time of Newton” [19], according to A. Poincaré.68

The energodynamic system is vaster than the mechanical system. Elements of a mechanical system are material69
points, and elements of an energodynamic system are real processes and their coordinates are material carriers70
of various forms of energy -the socalled energy carriers. Whereas in mechanics the coordinates of position and71
velocities of individual material points serve as generalized coordinates of the system state, in energodynamics72
the coordinates are numerical characteristics of material energy carriers i and displacements R i of their centers73
in relation to equilibrium, characterizing the system as a whole. The energy U is an extensive characteristic of74
the system and is a single-valued function of the extensive energy coordinates U = U(? i , R i ). For example, in75
energodynamics, a mechanical process is characterized by mass and displacement of the center of mass, a thermal76
process is characterized by entropy and displacement of its center; a chemical process is characterized by the77
amount of a component and displacement of its center; an electrodynamic process is characterized by charge and78
displacement of its center, etc.79

The presentation of mechanics in theoretical physics courses is based on the postulates of homogeneity and80
isotropy of space and homogeneity of time, as well as Lagrange’s variational principle of least action, a special81
case of Gauss’s principle of least constraint [20], which is more general. The authors [20] have admitted that82
space is not homogeneous and isotropic with respect to an arbitrary frame of reference. Thus, if a body does83
not interact with any other bodies, it does not mean that its various positions and orientations in space are84
mechanically equivalent. This nonequivalence is clearly manifested when it comes to spatially heterogeneous85
media, which are anisotropic since a number of properties depending on the gradients of any potentials varies in86
different directions.87

The transition to the energy coordinates of the state (? i , R i ) supplemented by the axiom of process88
heterogeneity, leads inevitably to an absolute frame of reference [6]. The concept of an energodynamic system,89
being free from the postulates of homogeneity and isotropy of space and Galileo’s principle of relativity, limited to90
linear and steady motion, is much broader than the concept of a mechanical system, thus, making the mechanical91
system a special case of an energodynamic system. For energodynamics, mechanics is an ”equal” representative92
among all other, including non-mechanical forms of matter motions. With this view of mechanics, not only does93
it require a correction of all its laws, but it also provides a natural explanation of the principle of least constraint94
in mechanics mentioned above.95

Being a consistently phenomenological theory, energodynamics relies on experience rather than on models of96
the mechanisms of natural processes. Its underlying principles are specified on the basis of experimental data97
on particular properties of the systems under study (including the so-called laws of Newton, Coulomb, Ampere,98
equations of condition, transfer, mass balance, charge, impulse, momentum, etc.) which are involved as additional99
single-valued conditions for the completion of the set of equations. Its equations are based on the formalism of100
differential and integral calculus and mathematical properties of the system energy as a characteristic function101
of a certain number of state variables reflecting the quantitative and qualitative aspects of the forms of motion102
under study. Therefore, the consequences of such a theory become fundamental truths within the applicability of103
singlevalued conditions, whereas energodynamics itself becomes a ”theory of principles” as Einstein put it [21].104

It is known that all conservation laws were formulated for isolated systems. However, none of the fundamental105
disciplines can study such systems, since their conceptual system and mathematical apparatus are oriented to106
locally or globally homogeneous107
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(internally equilibrium) macro-or micro-subjects, which have no internal processes, so that any changes in their112
state are due solely to the action of external forces and external energy exchange. A breakthrough in this direction113
was made by the thermodynamics of irreversible processes (TIP) [22,23], which emerged in the first third of the114
19th century following quantum mechanics (QM) and the theory of relativity (TR). It enriched the theoretical115
thought of the 20th century with a number of new principles of general physical nature and made it possible to116
study the kinetics of internal relaxation processes that occur alongside the processes of external energy exchange117
in all study subjects without exception.TIP became the third of the above-mentioned theories of a revolutionary118
nature that changed the image of physics of the 20th century, which was celebrated by awarding Nobel Prizes to119
L. Onsager and I. Prigozhin.120

However, this theory was based on the principle of increasing entropy and therefore excludes from consideration121
the reversible component of real processes, which does not affect entropy. Meanwhile, the study of processes of122
useful transformation of energy was the main task of classical thermodynamics. The kinetics (power) of these123
processes is of primary interest to the engineer. There is a need to develop a unified theory of the rate of124
energy transfer and transformation, which would not exclude from consideration any (reversible or irreversible)125
component of real processes. Such a theory was proposed in the works of one of the authors of this paper and was126
called ”thermokinetics” [13]. All its provisions were justified in a purely thermodynamic way (i.e., not involving127
hypotheses, postulates, modeling representations, and statistical-mechanical nature). Later it was generalized to128
the processes of transformation of any forms of energy and called ”energodynamics” [14].129

Unlike other fundamental disciplines, this theory considers isolated systems as the subject of study, which130
includes the entire complex of interacting (mutually moving) material subjects. Due to this, it is most consistent131
with both the systems approach and the deductive method of study (from the general to the particular) followed by132
classical thermodynamics [24]. Energodynamics is characterized by the refusal to use hypotheses and postulates133
in the foundations of the theory, idealization of systems and working bodies (contained in concepts such as134
”ideal gas”, ”equilibrium state”, ”reversible (quasi-static) process”, etc.), as well as speculative models and135
ideas regarding the atomic and molecular mechanism of processes. Its special feature is the separation of the136
theoretical part, based solely on principles of general physical nature, from the applied part, using modeling137
representations, hypotheses and postulates. This allows it to preserve the main advantage of the thermodynamic138
methodthe irreversible validity of its consequences within the limits of applicability of the initial paradigm of139
natural science. This property is also preserved when the single-valued conditions involved in the applied part of140
the theory are also reliably established.141

Energodynamics is based on two principles: distinguishability of real processes and their counterdirectivity.142
The first one establishes a necessary and sufficient number of energy arguments as the most general function of the143
properties of the subject of study (i.e., system). This principle is proved ”by contradiction” based on the theorem144
stating that the number of degrees of freedom of a system (i.e., the number of independent parameters uniquely145
determining its state) is equal to the number of independent (specific, qualitatively distinguishable and irreducible146
to others) processes occurring in it. This principle prevents ”underdetermination” or ”overdetermination” of a147
system, i.e., it attempts to describe their state by a missing or redundant number of variables, which is the148
most common cause of fallacy in a majority of theories. Among the latter are those theories where the concept149
of homogeneity is initially assumed, excluding relaxation processes and everything related to non-equilibrium150
processes from consideration.151

The second principle establishes the fact of opposite direction of non-equilibrium processes, which is the152
reason for the appearance of new properties in the system. It is sufficient to represent the value of any extensive153
parameter of the system ? i (its mass M, entropy S, electric charge ? e , impulse P, its momentum L, etc.) by154
integrals of its local ? i = d? i /dV i and average density ? ? i = ? i /V using the expression? i = ? ? i dV V155
= ? ? ? i dV V ,156

Hence the identity directly follows:? d(? i -? ? i )/dt dV V ? 0,(1)157
which is observed only if the sign of velocity of any process d(? i -? ? i )/dt is opposite at least in some158

elements of its volume dV, i.e., when these processes are counterdirected. Such counterdirectivity of processes has159
a general physical nature, i.e., there are always such processes among those occurring in spatially heterogeneous160
systems, which cause opposite changes of its properties like the process of wave formation. This is evidence of161
the existence of a natural polarization of nature in the most common sense of this term. It can be considered a162
physical justification for the law of unity and struggle of opposites. If the properties of an energodynamic system163
do not differ from the average, then no processes in such a system are impossible. The opposites arise only as164
a result of deviations from the average value of any properties of the system. Herein lies the emergent nature165
of the energodynamic system. This property is inherent in all natural phenomena in big and small forms from166
micro-167
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© 2023 Global Journals to megaworld and serves as the basis of the universe. This property limits numerous171
fancies about the existence of matter and antimatter, particles and antiparticles, positive and negative energy,172
positive and negative charges, dark energy and dark matter, and so on and so forth. These two principles173
were sufficient to create a general theory for all fundamental disciplines, explained using unified concepts and174
terminology [14]. This approach was celebrated by winning the 1st World Science Championships in Dubai175
(August 2023) [2].176

7 III. Heterogeneity Parameters of Real177

Processes and the law of Conservation and Transformation of Energy178
For the first time, energodynamics made it possible to study internal processes in locally heterogeneous and179

isolated systems due to the introduction of missing heterogeneity parameters. These parameters reflect the180
processes of redistribution of energy carriers ? i over the volume of system V in heterogeneous systems, as a181
result, their densities ? i in different parts of the system change in the opposite ways. This leads to a deviation182
of the position of the center R i of the value ? i from the equilibrium R i? (taken as a reference point), which are183
determined in a system of fixed volume V in a well-known way [14]: (2) where r is a running (Eulerian) spatial184
coordinate.185

It follows that when such a system deviates from a homogeneous (”internally equilibrium”) state, a certain186
”distribution moment” of the energy carrier arisesZ i = ? i (R i –R i? ) =? (? i -? ? i )??dV V (3)187

with a ratio arm R i -R i? , referred to as the ”displacement vector” [14]. Since there are no processes in the188
equilibrium R i? , R i? can be taken as the reference point of Z i = ? i R i. Thus, the differential dZ i can be189
represented as the sum of three independent components: (4) where ? i is the spatial (Eulerian) angle of the190
vector Z i ; dr i is the shearing component of dR i (at ? i = const).191

Three components of dZ i correspond to three independent categories of non-equilibrium processes: 1)192
emergence of energy carrier ? i in the system or its introduction through the system boundary (d? i ?0);193
2) its redistribution over the system volume (dr i ? 0); 3) reorientation of the energy carrierin space (d? i ?194
0). As a result, any i-th form U i of its own (belonging only to the system) energy 1 (5) U generally becomes195
a function of three independent parameters: U i = U i (? i , r i , ? i ). Thus, the total differential dU of the196
internal energy of the system as a sum of ”partial” energies of all its forms U = ? i U i can be represented as an197
identity:198

where ? i ? (?U i /?? i ) -generalized potentials ? i averaged over the volume of the system (absolute199
temperature T and pressure p, chemical potential of the k-th component of the system ? k , its electric potential200
?, gravitational potential ? g , etc.); F i ? (?U i /?r i ) -generalized forces (external and internal, mechanical and201
non-mechanical, useful and dissipative); ? i ? (?U/?? i ) -moments of these forces.202

Identity (5) represents the law of conservation and transformation of energy. According to this law, the energy203
of any natural system is divided into two partsirreversible and reversible. The potentials of these two forms of204
energy differ insignificantly and are similar to the potentials of a calm and wavy ocean. Only the disturbed part,205
representing the wavy ripples of the ocean, is reversible. This part is characterized by the second and third sums206
in identity (5). Figuratively speaking, everything that is associated in nature with the energy of disturbed motion207
is a same fraction of the total energy of the global ocean of the Universe energy.208

One of the most important advantages of the identity ( ??) is the elimination of the uncertainty of the energy209
concept and its definition as the most general function of the system properties characterizing its ability to perform210
any type of work. The identity (5) that connects the ”conjugate” parameters ? i and ? i , F i and r i , M i and ? i211
, defines them regardless of what caused their change: external energy exchange or internal (including relaxation)212
processes. This prevents the well-known problem of the emergence of thermodynamic inequalities at transition to213
non-static processes, where the change of these parameters is caused not only by external energy exchange, but214
also by internal (relaxation) processes. This eliminates a major obstacle to applying the mathematical apparatus215
of thermodynamics to other fundamental disciplines. For the same reasons, the identity ( ??) is applicable not216
only to isolated systems as a whole (for which the volume V is unchanged and all processes are internal), but217
also to any of its material components, phases or areas, where parameters ? i , r i and ? i change also due to218
external energy exchange (heat transfer, mass transfer, diffusion, introduction of a charge into it, etc.).219

In homogeneous systems (? i = ? i , F i =0, M i = 0), the second and third sums of identity ( ??) vanishes,220
and it transforms into the combined equation of the 1st and 2nd principles of classical thermodynamics in the221
form of the generalized Gibbs relation [14], which 1 It was called internal for a number of historical reasons.R i222
= ? i -1 ?? i rdV; R i? =? i -1 ?? ? i r dV, dU ? ? i ? i d? i + ? i F i ?dr i + ? i M i ?d? i , (i =1,2,.. I), dZ =223
Rd? i + ? i dr+ d?? i ×Z i224

describes the processes of equilibrium energy exchange of the system with the environment. After the225
introduction of time t as a physical parameter, the identity (5) formulated for isolated systems takes the form of226
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the law of conservation of energy in its nonstationary form:dU/dt?? i ? i d? i /dt+ ? i ? i ?J i + ? i M i ?? i =227
0,(6)228

IV. Systems Approach to Equilibrium and Non-Equilibrium Thermodynamics229
Of all the fundamental disciplines, classical thermodynamics, being a deductive and phenomenological theory230

based on the principles of excluded perpetual motion machine of the 1st and 2nd kind, met the requirements231
of a systems approach to the greatest extent. It provided numerous consequences related to different fields of232
knowledge and earned the status of ”queen of sciences” as a theory ”the consequences of which will never be233
refuted by anyone” [21]. However, as it appeared, it had some known paralogisms when going beyond the strict234
limits of the validity of its initial concepts of equilibrium and reversibility. Most of them were related to the235
concept of Clausius entropy, which he introduced as a coordinate of heat transfer that was also dependent on236
internal heat sources ??18].237

The theory of irreversible processes (TIP), which emerged on the basis of the principle of increasing entropy238
using statistical-mechanical considerations and a number of additional hypotheses, did not avoid paralogisms239
either [25]. I. Prigozhin’s local equilibrium hypothesis became the main one [23]. This hypothesis assumed240
the presence of equilibrium in the continuum elements (despite the relaxation processes occurring in them), the241
possibility of their description by the same set of variables as in the homogeneous state (despite the presence242
of potential gradients), and the validity of all equations of equilibrium thermodynamics for them (despite their243
inevitable transition to inequalities). Despite its inconsistency, this hypothesis made it possible to find the basic244
values used by TIP theory. However, this deprived TIP of the completeness and rigidity inherent in the classical245
thermodynamic method. All attempts to overcome these difficulties proved unsuccessful due to the lack of a246
thorough adjustment of the conceptual foundations and mathematical apparatus of classical thermodynamics.247

This problem was solved by introducing additional extensive Z i and intensive ? i parameters of the248
nonequilibrium state [14], and these parameters changed not only the structure, but also the methodology of249
explanation of the basics of equilibrium and nonequilibrium thermodynamics. An unconventional consequence of250
this approach is the proof that the true ”dividing line” is not between heat Q and work W ? , which are included251
in the same sum of identity (5), but between different sums of this identity, i.e., technical W ? and non-technical252
types of work W ? , the first ones being quantitative measures of the process of ”energy conversion” (with a253
change in the form of energy), and the second ones -of energy transfer (without changing its form). These two254
types of work, referred to as ”ordered” and ”disordered”, differ not only in the tensor rank of their coordinates255
r i and ? i , but also in the presence or absence of the resulting overcome forces. The fact that ”one work is256
different from the other” leads to the categorization of heat transfer as disordered work. This work is related to257
the transformation of the impulse of the system elements into a thermal impulse, which loses its vector nature258
due to thermal (chaotic) movement. Unlike entropy, thermoimpulse in thermally isolated systems can both259
increase and decrease, making it a true argument of internal thermal energy. Using it as an extensive measure of260
thermal motion instead of Clausius entropy S (as a coordinate of equilibrium heat transfer) makes it superfluous261
to interpret the latter as a measure of the thermodynamic probability of a state, which is incompatible with the262
concept of ”entropy flux” used by TIP [26].263

Energodynamics radically changed the methodology of nonequilibrium thermodynamics. TIP considers only264
the relaxation (purely dissipative) part of real processes. Instead, a new method of analyzing real processes was265
proposed on the basis of law ( ??) or (6) without excluding any (reversible or irreversible) part of them from266
consideration [14]. This became possible due to the identity (6), which allows finding the flows J i regardless of267
the reason they are due to -relaxation (? i ?dZ i < 0) or performing useful internal work ”against equilibrium”268
in the system (? i ? dZ i > 0).269

Finding flows J i and forces ? i directly from the identity (6), made it superfluous to formulate where expressed270
by gradients of generalized potential ? i (energodynamic forces) averaged over the system volume; J i = (? Z271
i /?t) -generalized impulses of energy carrier ? i , referred to as ”flows”; ? i = d? i /dt -angular velocities of272
rotation (reorientation) of vector Z i .273

In contrast to fundamental disciplines that study the processes of external energy exchange, this law provides274
an opportunity to consider internal processes in isolated (closed) systems, where the concepts of external energy,275
external forces, their work, momentum, etc. are meaningless. At the same time, energodynamics reveals the276
flow of three independent forms of internal work in such systems, performed respectively by ”disordered” (scalar)277
forces, ”ordered” (vector) forces and their moments. This radically changes the research methodology of all278
fundamental disciplines that do not consider internal processes, and makes it possible to move towards the study279
of internal processes determined by the above-mentioned system-forming connections. strangths of field of force,X280
i = F i /? i = ??? i281

cumbersome equations of the mass, charge, momentum, energy and entropy balances for this purpose. This also282
excluded the arbitrariness characteristic of TIP in dividing the product J i ?? i into factors with different meanings,283
values, and dimensions. This dramatically facilitated the application of the theory to various physicochemical284
processes and made it possible to propose a new method for their study. The essence of this method is to translate285
Onsager’s laws from the matrix form-J i = ? j L ij ? j (7)286

into a diagonal form with a smaller number of coefficients L ij subject to experimental determination. This287
brought Onsager’s laws closer to the equations of heat conduction, electrical conduction, diffusion, etc. Such a288
form did not need to apply the Onsager’s symmetry conditionsL ij = L ji ,(8)289
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11 7

and allowed to reduce the number of coefficients L ij from n(n+1)/2 in TIP to nwhile preserving all information290
about the ”superposition effects” of heterogeneous flows J i and J j . Giving the transfer equations a diagonal form291
made the application of the Onsager reciprocity relations unnecessary, which significantly extended the scope of292
application of nonequilibrium thermodynamics owing to the violation of these relations in nonlinear processes.293
However, the possibility of applying nonequilibrium thermodynamics to non-static (occurring at a finite rate)294
energy conversion processes, which were previously considered in the so-called ”nondissipative” approximation,295
turned out to be even more important. This revealed the possibility of taking irreversibility into account in all296
fundamental disciplines [15]. The application of nonequilibrium thermodynamics to systems performing useful297
work has revealed the inapplicability of Onsager’s ”constitutive laws” (7) to such systems. The phenomenological298
laws of the process of energy conversion from the i-th form to the j-th one take the form in which their off-diagonal299
components (i ? j) have the opposite sign:300

(9) (10) These laws reflect the interrelation and counterdirectivity of flows J i and J j in the processes of301
conversion of any forms of energy. For such processes, the reciprocity relations ( ??), (10) have an antisymmetric302
character L ij = -L ji and requires appropriate proof. Energodynamics leads to more general differential reciprocity303
relations [14] (11)304

Passing for linear processes into the Casimir anti-symmetry conditions L ij = -L ji [27]. These relations required305
a TIP-independent and consistent thermodynamic justification of all positions of nonequilibrium thermodynamics.306
The consideration of counterdirectivity of flows at the input and output of the energy converter in relations (11)307
resulted in the development of original theory of similarity of processes of useful energy conversion. This theory308
proposed criteria of similarity of energy converters and universal dependences of coefficients of efficiency (COE)309
on the design perfection and operating mode of power plants. This has greatly improved the efficiency and310
practical benefits of thermodynamic analysis of thermal and nonthermal, cyclic and non-cyclic, forward and311
reverse machines in engineering calculations [14].312

8 V. Systems Approach to Classical Mechanics313

The presentation of mechanics usually begins with kinematics, which considers the motion of a point in space and314
time independently of the physical causes of that motion. At the same time, the concepts of motion trajectory,315
position of a point on it, its speed and acceleration are introduced by pure speculation. Only after that, the316
concepts of mass and momentum, which are the characteristics of a material point, are introduced, and the317
transition is made to the study of dynamics, which clarifies the reason for the emergence of this or that motion318
in various conditions and the laws to which it obeys.319

At first glance, this structure of mechanics seems quite natural. However, as L. de Broglie fairly noted, this320
approach is based on the assumption that the results of abstract kinematic consideration can be further extended321
to the real motion of more complex mechanical subjects. Meanwhile, this is not always the case, and a systems322
approach to mechanics proves to be as useful as in other fundamental disciplines. From its perspective, the323
so-called ”laws” of Newton’s mechanics appear to be nothing more than postulates, which he called ”definitions”324
for good reason. The limitations of these ”definitions” are not always obvious and are sometimes revealed only325
when considering a more general range of problems ??18]. This is, in particular, the Newtonian definition of326
force F = dP/dt as the time derivative t of the scalar ”momentum” P = M?, which applies equally to both327
chaotic and directed motion. For the latter case, the concept of acceleration ? ? d?/dt became relevant to two328
fundamentally different processes: the change of the velocity modulus without changing its direction, and the329
change of the direction of the velocity vector without changing its absolute value. The concept of ”centripetal330
acceleration” emerged whenJ i =L ii X i -L ij X j J j =L ji X i -L jj X j (?? i /?J j ) = (?? j /?J i331
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© 2023 Global Journals a point rotates uniformly around a circle, i.e., in the absence of motion toward the center.337
This led to the well-known paralogism of Rutherford’s model of the atom on the basis of the erroneous statement338
about the inevitability of the electron falling on the nucleus due to its emission of energy during accelerated339
motion, despite the constancy of its kinetic energy.340

From the perspective of the systems approach, the shortcomings of other initial concepts of mechanics are341
revealed as well [28]. For example, it is well-known that the motion of a single material point in the absence342
of external forces acting on it will be rectilinear and uniform (Newton’s law of inertia). However, the uniform343
motion of bodies of finite dimensions ”by inertia” can be both translational and rotational. This means that the344
law of inertia should have been generalized to rotational motion long ago. In that case there would be no reason345
to deny the existence of predominant reference frames. These examples and a number of others demonstrate the346
appropriateness of considering mechanics as an equal branch of physical theory like energodynamics as a single347

6



doctrine of forces. This approach generalizes all three of Newton’s laws: the 1st law (of inertia) -for rotational348
motion, the 2nd law (of forces) -for forces of any nature (F i ? ?U/?r i ), the 3rd law (equality of forces of action349
and reaction) -for the case of simultaneous action of forces of the i-th and j-th nature (F i = -? j F j ) [28]. Here350
it follows that the requirement of the directionality of the action and reaction forces, arising from Newton’s 3rd351
law, applies only to the resulting forces F i .352

However, it is even more important to find the law of gravityF = G(Mm/r 2 ) (12)353
for the case of continuum media where it is impossible to distinguish neither ”field-forming” M, nor ”test” m354

bodies. Such a law can be obtained directly from the equivalence principle of mass M ? and rest energy U = ?355
? ? 2 by A. Einstein or from the previously obtained expressions of the ether energy. Expressing this principle356
through the matter density ? and energy ? u , we have ? u = ?? 2 . Then, the intensity ? g =?g of the357
gravitational field F g is expressed through the matter density gradient ?? by a simple relation [29]: (13) This358
law is not a generalization of Newton’s law of universal gravitation (12), it is an independent law, which has359
paradigm (ideological) significance, since it implies the existence of not only the forces of ”pushing” (?? >0), but360
also the forces of repulsion (?? <0), as well as gravitational equilibrium (?? = 0). It is also of no less importance361
that gravitational interaction forces ? g are the most significant of all kinds of forces at equal density gradients362
of energy carriers ??.363

12 VI. Systems Approach to Quantum Mechanics364

Nowadays it is difficult to imagine that the quantum-relativistic revolution could not have taken place if the365
apparatus of nonequilibrium thermodynamics had been developed in time, and instead of thermostatics the366
analysis of laws of radiation was based on thermokinetics. Back then, the idea of equilibrium with the cavity of367
the perfectly black body (PBB) would be replaced by the equality of flows of the absorbed and emitted energy368
that would immediately lead to understanding that the true radiation quantum is a wave modeled by PBB in the369
luminiferous medium, discrete both in time and in space. Then Planck’s radiation law acquires a thermodynamic370
justification without involving Planck’s postulate [30]. At the same time, the De Broglie relation expressing the371
waveparticle dualism is also proved, except that it does not refer to the wave properties of a particle, but to the372
particle-like properties of a soliton as a structurally stable wave. Then the position of E. Schrödinger becomes373
clear, as he believed until the end of his life that ”what we take as particles are actually waves” [31]. According374
to energodynamics, radiation refers to ordered forms of energy exchange, therefore it must be described by the375
thermodynamic parameters of the process, not the state. Then the law of thermal radiation naturally follows376
from the concepts of classical physics without any preliminary postulates, but taking into account the fact that377
radiant energy is transferred by waves that are discrete in both time and space.378

Furthermore, as follows from the principle of state determinism and the energy identity (5), each independent379
process inherent in the i-th form of energy U i corresponds to a single state coordinate, i.e., a parameter that380
necessarily changes in the course of the process and remains unchanged in its absence. As it follows from the381
principle of counterdirectivity of processes, the deviation of such a value compared to the average value (? i?382
? i )) has the opposite sign, as Franklin believed with regard to electric charge. Consequently, the search for383
an antipode for each energy carrier (like an electron and a positron, a particle and an antiparticle, positive and384
negative mass, etc.) leads to a redefinition of the system.385

Finally, if N. Bohr had followed the systems approach when studying the emission process, he would have386
considered as a subject of study the entire set of atoms, located in external force fields and oscillating with them,387
rather than a single atom. Thus, it would become apparent that the emission or absorption of energy by an atom388
could only occur when the energy state of the electrons was determined by the action of ? g = ? 2 ?? or g = ?389
2 ??/?.390
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© 2023 Global Journals external (non-central) forces F. Therefore, the reason of quantization of the emission396
energy is not the instantaneous ”jump” of the electron from one stable orbit to another, but is the reaction of397
the electron to the influence of the external force field on it.398

Thus, the contradiction between classical and quantum mechanics declared at the beginning of the twentieth399
century does not actually exist. It disappears in the light of the energy-dynamic concept: changes in energy in400
nature are caused by a discrete flow of energy carriers in the form of single waves. This means that there is no401
specific quantum physics with its own special laws, but there is a branch of unified physics that studies discrete402
(wave) processes. In this case, the true quantum of radiation is an ordinary wave, clearly discrete in both time403
and space.404
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Thanks to this approach, it is possible not only to justify the law of formation of spectral series as a consequence405
of the presence of harmonics of oscillations, but also to obtain the Schrödinger steadystate equation, which does406
not require comprehension in terms of probability theory [31].407

16 VII. Systems Approach in Electrostatics and Electrodynam-408

ics409

Electrodynamics as a fundamental discipline emerged from electrostatics, which studied the interaction of fixed410
charges. The Coulomb’s law, established experimentally for two macroscopic charges of finite sizes but formulated411
for two point charges, is one of the initial principles of electrostatics. Hence, this formalization led to infinite412
values of force and energy when the distance between the charges was reduced to zero.413

To eliminate this and other paralogisms, the use of the systems approach made it possible to formulate the414
mathematical apparatus of electrodynamics as a special case of the energodynamic identities ( ??) and (6) in415
their application to ”current-carrying” systems [32]. The experimental Coulomb’s law has the following form416
(14) where F e -the modulus of the interaction force of charges q and Q e ; ?? 0 -the electrical permittivity of417
vacuum. It corresponds to the potential of the electrostatic field ?(??) as a measure of its potential energy at a418
point of the field ?? at a distance r from the ”field-forming” charge Q e : (15) The potential ?(??) characterizes419
the attenuation of the electric field as it moves away from the center of a fixed ”field-forming” charge Q e , but420
it does not provide an idea of the change in the field potential as a function of the density ?( e ) of the charge421
in it e . At the same time, it is fundamentally important since the ”primary cause” of the force ?? e = -(?U e422
???? ? ) V is precisely the gradient of the electrostatic energy density U e = U e (? e ), and the work W e423
of moving the charge in the electrostatic field E is solely due to the heterogeneity of the field ? e = ? e (??).424
For this purpose, we shall distinguish in space a sphere of unit volume V 0 with radius r 0 = const and charge425
density ? e = Q e /V, on a surface of which the potential ?(r 0 ) has the same value. Then the expression ( ??5)426
can be represented as: (16) Here, the potential ?? is expressed as an implicit function of the field coordinate ?(?427
e ), i.e., ?(? e ) = ?[? e (??)], and that preserves the meaning of the concept of the electrostatic field strength E428
as a negative gradient of this potential. Taking into account the constancy of the expression in brackets ( ??6),429
we have the following?? = -???(? e ) = -(V 0 (4???? 0 r 0 ) ? )??? e430

If we supplement the expression in brackets to the value of the potential of the sphere of unit volume ? 0 = ?431
V 0 (4???? 0 r 0 ) ? or, we find?? = -? 0 ??? e ? e ?(17)432

This relation expresses the field form of Coulomb’s law. It describes the electrostatic field as a function of433
the density gradient ??? e of the charge distributed in the field ? e . This relation (17) differs from the Poisson434
equation since it provides a direct relation between the electrostatic field and the local density of the ”fieldforming”435
charge ? e . It appears completely identical to Newton’s law in its field form (13). It is fundamentally important436
that the generalized form of Newton’s and Coulomb’s laws ( ??3) and ( 17) reveals the existence of forces of437
attraction and repulsion for energy carriers ? g and ? e of the same sign, demonstrating that this is not about438
them, but about their distribution in space. It is equally important that these laws reveal the existence of439
unstable equilibrium in gravitational and electric fields, prerequisite of this unstable equilibrium is the vanishing440
of the energy carrier density gradient: ??? g = 0 -gravitational equilibrium; ??? e = 0 -electrostatic equilibrium.441

It should be noted that the existence of such equilibrium and the possibility of existence of fields with442
homogeneous distribution of masses and charges was F e = (1?(4?? 0 )[(qQ e )/r 2 ],?(??) = (1 4???? 0 ?443
)(Q e /r) ?(? e ) = V 0 (4???? 0 r 0 ) ? ? e (??)444

?? ?? ? = 4???? 0 ? e ,445
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© 2023 Global Journals not implied by the classical laws of Newton and Coulomb, where the forces of attraction452
or repulsion vanished only at infinity. The transition to electrodynamics is connected with the interpretation of453
the electric current as a flow (impulse) of charge J e = Q e ? e , conjugated with the electrodynamic force ? e =454
?? e . This force is a tensor in 2 dimensions and can be decomposed into a symmetric and antisymmetric part and455
a trace of the tensor which respectively form the vortex-free, vortex and scalar magnetic fields respectively. In456
this case, both torques and Nikolaev’s forces arise, and there remains no room for statements that ”the magnetic457
field does not perform work since the Lorentz forces are normally directed along the direction of motion” [33].458

The understanding of the electromagnetic field (EMF) as a distribution in space of vectors E and H is459
fundamentally different from its interpretation by Maxwell as a medium carrying energy ”after it has left one460
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body and has not yet reached another one” [34]. It becomes clear why such ”materialization” of EMF was not461
accepted by any of the researchers of that time and, in particular, by W. Thomson, who referred to this field462
theory as ”mathematical nihilism”. Indeed, the existence of EMF, ”detached” from its source, led to a conflict463
with the law of conservation of energy, according to which the energy of EMF is equal to the sum ? ? E 2464
/2 + ? ? H 2 /2, where E and H are the intensities of its electric and magnetic components; ? ? and ?465
? are the ”electric and magnetic permittivity” of vacuum. In an electromagnetic field, the intensities E and466
Hchange in-phase, which was proved by Faraday. Therefore, the EMF energy cannot remain constant when467
isolated from the sources. The transfer of electromagnetic oscillations in the environment discovered by Hertz468
did not provide a definite answer about the nature of the environmental oscillations themselves. They are not469
necessarily of electromagnetic nature. Hertz’s experiments, revealing the transfer of electromagnetic oscillations470
in the environment from one body to another, didn’t prove that the same kind of oscillations are inherent in the471
”luminiferous” medium itself. Such transfer can be realizedas a result of conversion of electromagnetic energy of472
the source into the energy of density oscillations of the ”luminiferous” medium with their inverse transformation473
into electromagnetic oscillations in the radiation detector. This was claimed by N. Tesla, who discovered a special474
kind of ”radiant” (”cold”) electricity in the ether [35].475

20 VIII. Systems Approach in Biochemistry and Biophysics476

In biological systems, supplementary nonadditive properties that require a systems approach are the following:477
the existence of ”active transport” of matters (their transfer to the area of increased concentration), the478
phenomenon of ”conjugation” of chemical reactions (when some of them go in the direction opposite to the479
chemical equilibrium), their ability to ”self-organization” (structure formation), and so on. All phenomena of480
this kind are anti-dissipative in their nature, and according to I. Prigozhin’s fair remark, this fact ”flagrantly481
contradicts to thermodynamics”. (I. Prigozhin). Thereby, the thermodynamic analysis of biological systems482
encounters significant fundamental challenges [36].483

One of the ways to overcome these challenges is to consider any biological cell as a complex (polyvariant) system.484
This approach requires considering its structure (spatial heterogeneity) to the same extent as in macrosystems.485
Therefore, all the observations made earlier with respect to extensive Z i and intensive ? i non-equilibrium486
parameters of the systems under study are valid for this purpose.487

The next step is the refusal to justify the laws of biophysics on the basis of the theory of irreversible processes,488
since the latter does not consider the reversible component of real processes [17]. The performance of useful489
work by a biological system is one of the main signs of its vitality. As it is known, the maintenance of the490
non-equilibrium state of biosystems is accomplished by supplying it with free (ordered) energy from the outside.491
Therefore, the exclusion of the processes of performing useful work as described by the second sum of identity492
(1) from consideration is the same as ”splashing out the water and the child as well”.493

Under the systems approach, vector flows J i and forces ? i are determined not on the basis of the expression494
for entropy ”production” dS/dt (as it was proposed by I. Prigozhin), but on the more general basis of the law of495
conservation of energy in the form (6). In this case, the product J i ? i , which characterizes the power of the496
process, reflects not only the relaxation processes (J i ?? i < 0), but also the processes of removing the system497
from equilibrium by performing the internal work ”against equilibrium” in it (J i ? i > 0). In biological systems,498
the postulated Onsager-Prigozhin linear kinetic laws (7), (8) are replaced by true «phenomenological» laws ( ??),499
( ??0) and (11), which have a reversible component (with the opposite sign of the off-diagonal components (i ?500
j). They proved to be valid for processes of ”active transport” of matters in biological systems, as well as for501
”ascending diffusion” in alloys, for electrolysis, dissociation, ”selforganization”, and so on, i.e., for all processes502
where the work ”against equilibrium” is performed.503

The systems approach also makes it possible to eliminate the contradiction of TIP with the Curie principle,504
according to which the flows J j can depend only on thermodynamic forces i of the same (or even) tensor. In505
particular, scalar chemical reactions referred to in TIP as ? r A r d? r (where A r is the standard chemical affinity506
of the r-th chemical reaction, ? r is the degree of its completeness) cannot interact with metabolic processes of507
vector nature. Meanwhile, these are precisely the processes that play a key role in supporting the vital activity508
of biosystems. Prigozhin’s hypothesis of ”steady-state conjugation”, which he put forward to overcome this509
difficulty, appeared to be unsatisfactory, since the mentioned interrelation is also preserved in non-stationary510
behaviors that are typical of biological systems.511

Once again, the systems approach becomes useful here. According to this approach, chemical reactions in cell512
membranes, flow reactors, fuel cells, Van’t-Goff boxes, and so on also acquire a vector character, and in this case,513
the function of the thermodynamic force of the r-th chemical reaction is fulfilled by the value ? r =?A ? r , to514
the flow of reagents J r involved in it, which corresponds to the Curie principle [14].515

Thus, the evidence reveals the limited applicability of the theory of irreversible processes to biological systems516
and the ”inductive” construction of chemical physics and biophysics by extrapolating TIP to biological systems.517
In this regard, the crucial role is played by the replacement of entropic criteria of evolution by non-entropic ones,518
which are expressed directly by the moments of distribution of energy carriers Z i or by forces ? i , capable519
of increasing and decreasing in real processes. Such criteria can reflect not only the proximity of the system520
to equilibrium (its involution), but also its removal from it (evolution) [17]: d? i > 0 (evolution); d? i < 0521
(involution).522
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21 X. SYSTEMS APPROACH TO ASTROPHYSICS AND COSMOLOGY

The introduction of more ”physical” and intuitive criteria of evolution and involution provides an opportunity523
to reflect the behavior not only of the system as a whole (? j X j dZ j ?0), but also of each degree of its freedom,524
i.e., it is more informative than entropy. It becomes obvious that the processes of ”selforganization” in isolated525
systems (dU =0) are the ordering of some (i-x) degrees of freedom due to the ”disordering” of others (j-x) [17].526

The systems approach enables to find a law of biological evolution that does not contradict classical527
thermodynamics. To achieve this, it is sufficient to compare the time it takes for a biosystem to reach a528
state of internal equilibrium in the presence and absence of evolutionary processes in it X j dZ j >0. Then529
it becomes apparent that the evolutionary processes occurring in biological systems increase the duration of their530
reproductive periods. Therein lies the reason for the general orientation of the progressive evolution of biological531
systems, which is understood as a transition from simple to complex. Such a delay in achieving equilibrium in532
biosystems is close to the Darwinian idea of survival, and therefore it can be considered as an alternative to the533
rather straightforward idea of the ”struggle for existence”.534

IX. Systems Approach to the Analysis of Physical Vacuum535
Until recently, physics, thermodynamics, physical chemistry and other sciences have studied energy transfer536

in the real (structured) part of matter, which is no more than 5% of the Universe. However, the main energy537
transfer occurs in the remaining hidden mass of unstructured matter, which has only an oscillatory form of538
motion with a continual spectrum, which contributes to its invisibility (hence the term ”dark” matter) [37].539
Therefore, it is only natural to consider the environment in the form of unstructured matter (prematter) as a540
continual set of oscillators with a background frequency spectrum. Pre-matter oscillators are traveling waves that541
carry energy. Radiators, i.e., oscillators of matter represented as structured forms of baryonic matter (electrons,542
protons, neutrons, atoms, molecules, nanoparticles, plant cells and living organisms) transform the energy of543
pre-matter into its other forms as closed (standing) waves, which number is countable [5,8]. The vibrations of the544
matter oscillators are transferred to the environment, modulating traveling waves in it with a spectrum different545
from the continual (background) one, making the structured matter visible (”light”). For an observer, structured546
matter is perceived by distinguishable radiations: light, thermal, electromagnetic, X-ray, chemiluminescence,547
photoluminescence, electroluminescence, radiant, torsion, microlepton, chronal, biofields, and others.548

The analytical model of the origin of matter oscillators in the form of electron, proton, and neutron from549
pre-matter was first developed by N. A. ??agnitsky (2010) [38][39][40]. The mechanism of interaction of matter550
and pre-matter in the form of convolution of a traveling wave into a closed wave of doubled period is proposed,551
resulting in two elementary particles with rest mass and opposite spins. It is shown that the electron is the first552
simplest period-doubling bifurcation from an infinite cascade of bifurcations in accordance with the universal553
Feigenbaum-Sharkovsky-Magnitsky (FSM) theory [40]. According to this theory, the discovered elementary554
particles are far from exhausting the infinite set of elementary particles that can appear as a result of bifurcations555
in the nonlinear system of equations of the pre-matter motion dynamics. Hence, two important consequences556
follow: 1) structured matter emerges from unstructured matter continuously, as does the reverse spontaneous557
decay of baryonic matter as a result of radioactive emission; 2) attempts to experimentally detect both the558
simplest (most elementary) and the most complex of elementary particles are unpromising. Instead of the point559
elementary particle concepts considered in theoretical physics, the wave internal structure of elementary particles560
as well as atoms and molecules of matter is justified. As a result, for the first time, an analytical description was561
given, reliably confirmed by experiments, of the structure of atoms of all chemical elements included in the table562
of D.I. Mendeleev from the positions of classical mechanics, whereas the table itself was returned to its original563
state [39], which had previously been distorted by numerous adjustments to the unsubstantiated postulates of564
the traditional quantum theory.565

According to energodynamics, any wave (acoustic, hydraulic, electromagnetic, ether, etc.) is similar to a dipole,566
which determines the force nature of its interaction with the matter. Furthermore, the force manifests itself as567
a gradient of the amplitude-frequency potential [41]. Due to this, any interactions performed by oscillating568
intermediate medium, no matter how it is referred to (ether or field) also acquire a force nature, which is569
determined not by any special nature of acting forces, but by resonance amplification of energy exchange at the570
frequencies of natural oscillations of various structural elements of interacting agents. In energodynamics, this571
type of interaction is called resonant selective.572

This interaction nature is confirmed by numerous phenomena of resonant absorption or emission observed in573
all fields of natural science. The resonant selective force interaction in the matter can be performed by the field574
of any oscillating scalar magnitude, i.e., it is not necessarily electromagnetic. In particular, the following can575
be considered: resonant absorption of energy of elastic or electromagnetic waves; ”indifference” to atoms of a576
different ”type”, expressed in the concept of partial pressure; interaction of different chemical reagents in multiples577
defined for each of them; catalysis in chemical reactions; selective conductivity of membranes against different578
substances and solutions; selective absorption of certain substances by the surface of bodies; diffusion, osmosis,579
filtration of substances through semiconductor membranes; synchronization of radiation frequencies in lasers;580
selective interaction of proteins with RNA and selective effects of pharmaceuticals on the organism; preferential581
reproduction of certain ones and destruction of others in the processes of evolution, and so on and so forth. [42].582
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21 X. Systems Approach to Astrophysics and Cosmology583

At present, a true cosmological revolution is taking place, originated by the improvement of technical instruments584
of observational astronomy and characterized by an avalanche-like growth of new knowledge about the Universe.585
One of the fundamental results was the confirmation of the presence of two forms of matter in the Universe586
-observable and unobservable, referred to as ether, and after its expulsion from physics -hidden mass, physical587
vacuum, dark matter, etc. As it was mentioned above, the ”visible” mass is not more than 5% of the matter588
amount in the Universe, and most of it is ”hidden” (dark) and is not involved in electromagnetic interactions.589
The latter means that among the four types of interaction known to science only gravitational interaction is the590
only one left for it, so it shall be considered as the main form of energy of the Universe. The transformation of591
gravitational energy into other forms, discovered as early as in Galileo’s experiments, is the basis of all evolutionary592
processes occurring in it. However, in order to prove it, it is essential to find a ”primary” material carrier of593
gravity, which has an all-pervasive ability and can transform into any other forms of matter of the Universe. At594
this point, the knowledge that has reached us from the depths of millennia proves to be useful. The knowledge595
is about the existence of invisible and intangible ”subtle” matter, which originally filled all the available space.596
And from this ”subtle” matter the ”rough” matter, which has boundaries and is called substance, was formed597
by compaction. In ancient India this medium was called ”Akasha”, in Europe of the Middle Ages -ether, and598
in post-classical physics -”hidden mass”, ”physical (”cosmic”) vacuum”, ”dark matter”, ”dark energy”, etc. The599
modern paradigm classifies this form of matter as field matter, which differs from matter in its continuity (lack600
of structure). All known forms of matter in the universe arose from it. The main feature of the ”field medium”601
is the absence of boundaries, i.e., the ability to occupy the entire space without any voids. This property means602
that it is an indispensable component of any material system and it is included in identities ( ??) and ( 6) along603
with other material components.604

According to modern data, the density of the field medium ? o is ~10 -27 g cm -3 , which is by dozen orders605
of magnitude less than the density of white dwarf stars. This is evidence of the heterogeneity of the matter of606
the Universe and the validity of the principle of counter directivity, with all the following consequences. One607
of them implies the possibility to consider the identity (6) as an ”equation of the Universe”, especially since it608
describes the entire set of processes occurring in it, besides the relationship between the space-time curvature609
and the energy-momentum tensor. The main advantage of this ”equation of the Universe” in comparison with610
the well-known Einstein-Hilbert-Friedman model is that it does not require any hypotheses and postulates, it611
does not contain any concepts unfamiliar to classical physics, it does not contradict the law of conservation612
of energy and does not impose upon the Universe the simultaneous occurrence of the same processes in all its613
areas (”multiverses”). On the contrary, it indicates the inevitability of the counterdirectivity of the processes of614
evolution (dZ i >0) and involution (dZ i <0) in different areas of the Universe (galaxies and metagalaxies) and615
the possibility of simultaneous occurrence of such processes in the same areas of the Universe [17].616

Another consequence of the systems energodynamic approach to the Universe is the validity of the bipolar law617
of gravity (8) with all its predictive capabilities [17]. According to this law, gravity is not an ”innate property”618
of hidden matter, but it is due to the uneven distribution of its density in space. Furthermore, according to (8),619
the action of the gravitational forces F g at a given point of space is directed along the density gradient of the620
latent mass ? ? ? in it. This means that in the area ? 0 > ??? 0 , any material point is subject to ”pushing”621
forces acting towards the area of increased density, which intensify the field heterogeneity spontaneously arisen622
in it. On the contrary, where ? 0 > ??? 0, there are ”repulsion” forces, aiming to ”move apart” such areas.623
Similar to the behavior of grease spots on the water surface, this results in the emergence of ”voids” and explains624
the ”scattering” of galaxies from each other as they compact without increasing the already infinite space of the625
Universe. This made it possible to construct a theory of gravity that predicts the formation of local condensations626
of hidden matter as spherical solitons forming the nuclei of future atoms, the formation of spherical shells of atoms627
of various substances around them, their combination into molecules, gases, liquids, solids, and so forth up to628
galaxies and their clusters [43]. This evolutionary branch of the Universe matter circulation comes to an end629
when the compression forces of the star, weakening with increasing density ?, can no longer restrain the growth of630
internal pressure under the influence of thermonuclear reactions. This is when the ”supernova explosion” occurs,631
which means the beginning of its involution and decay up to the initial state.632

Another most important consequence of law (13) is the acknowledgment of gravity as the strongest of all633
interactions. It follows from the fact that the proportionality coefficient ? 2 in (13) is at its maximum near the634
hidden mass, decreasing in optically dense matter by its refractive index. For this reason, Coulomb forces are635
weaker than gravitational ones, especially since the density of charges in a matter ? e is less than its density636
?. This turns the hidden mass into the ”fuel of the Universe”, since the energy ? 2 ?? ? released during637
”condensation” (realification) is 931.5 MeV/a.m.u., which is orders of magnitude less than the heat release of638
thermonuclear reactions. The evidence of this is the higher temperature of the photosphere.639

Other consequences of the law of gravity (8) are also experimentally verified: the character of their rotational640
curves due to the density gradient of the matter of spiral galaxies, the existence of autonomous gravity zones near641
the Earth and the Moon (gravity funnels with different sign ??? 0 ), the matter flowing over from one galaxy642
to another (with larger ???) in the absence of convergence of their centers, the concentric arrangement of star643
clusters at a certain distance from the central ones, indicating their gravitational equilibrium, etc. [17].644

The consequences of the systems energodynamic approach question the scenario of the origin and death of the645
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22 XI. CONCLUSION

Universe, derived from the analysis of the well-known Einstein-Hilbert-Friedman equation of the Universe. Indeed,646
it is sufficient to present this equation in the form of an integral taken over space (taking into account the spatial647
heterogeneity of the Universe), as it becomes obvious that all the consequences of its analysis should be attributed648
only to some of its areas. The nonstationary behavior of the Universe as a whole, the counterdirectivity and non-649
synchronism of processes due to delayed perturbations become obvious as well as the possibility of functioning650
of the Universe unlimited by time and space, bypassing the equilibrium state [44].651

22 XI. Conclusion652

A system-energodynamic approach to the construction of fundamental disciplines on a unified basis is formulated.653
This allows us to get rid of many paralogisms caused by the inductive nature of the construction of physics,654
based on a postulative (model) approach to describing the mechanisms of natural phenomena. The combination655
of inductive and deductive research methods significantly expands the horizons of natural science, in particular,656
it enriches the methodological base of engineering disciplines, opening up new ways and methods for solving657
practical problems.658
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